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a b s t r a c t
Software modernization is critical for organizations that need cost-effective solutions
to deal with the rapid obsolescence of software and the increasing demand for
new functionality. This paper presents the XIRUP modernization methodology, which
proposes a highly iterative process, structured into four phases: preliminary evaluation,
understanding, building and migration. This modernization process is feature-driven,
component-based, focused on the early elicitation of key information, and relies on a
model-driven approachwith extensive use of experience from the previous projects. XIRUP
has been defined in the European IST project MOMOCS, which has also built a suite of
support tools. This paper introduces the process using a case study that illustrates its
activities, related tools and results. The discussion highlights the specific characteristics of
modernization projects and how a customized methodology can take advantage of them.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Software systems play a critical role in assuring business competitiveness and organizational efficiency in institutions
and companies. In spite ofmajor investments onmanaging andmaintaining the software infrastructure, obsolescence occurs
in increasingly shorter periods due to the rapid and continuous evolution of the environment and technology. Mitigating
obsolescence in systems that are constantly growing in size and complexity requires the efficient achievement of the
development of new functionality and the replacement of old resources, while improving the software [45]. Engineers
dealing with such modernization projects face well-known obstacles such as the difficulties in understanding system
behaviour, lack of well-defined components and interfaces, and dependence on deprecated technologies or architectures.
These projects also present other specific features that make them different from standard developments.
• The requirements of the new system are often well known and established. In fact, they are frequently the reason for
the modernization. Examples are adoption of a new architecture, a technology change, or the integration of data and
processes. Also, in a modernization project, there is already a running system to begin with. Engineers can usually study
it in detail, for instance examine its functionality, observe its execution or use code inspection tools.
• The design of the modernized system greatly depends on the architecture of the legacy system. There is a gap between
both systems that engineers seek to bridge in the design process. For this purpose, they perform specific activities such
as redesigning part of the legacy system, re-factoring specific components, extending their functionality, updating their
interfaces, changing their interaction models, or introducing adaptors between legacy and transformed components.
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• Implementation and deployment are mediated by the technologies and the underlying infrastructure of the original
system. The modernization process can include new or modified components and improve existing implementations,
such as when replacing the supporting middleware or components with others from different providers. In both cases,
implementation and deployment activities are partly devoted tomaking themodernized components communicatewith
the old system.
Methodological solutions to deal with modernization range from customized versions of generic processes to
modernization centric solutions. The main drawback of generic approaches is their lack of specific support for taking
advantage of the particularities of modernization for planning and risk assessment. General-purpose frameworks, such as
the Unified Process (UP) [49] or agile methods [4], can produce customized approaches for modernization, but this requires
experts in both the framework and modernization. Modernization-centred approaches, such as the Software Maintenance
Process (SMP) [28] and the Service-Oriented Migration and Reuse Technique (SMART) [33], aim to overcome the previous
drawbacks, but they pay little attention to reusability. Identification of similarities among projects in terms of processes,
artefacts, risks and others aspects as a source of improvement is missing. For instance, engineers usually have to look for
patterns in the legacy software; unless the methodology manages this knowledge, engineers must repeat this task with
little more support than that available for a fully new task. Reuse issues are explicitly considered by the Architecture-Driven
Modernization (ADM) process [45], where both models and transformations are reusable. Ongoing work by the Object
Management Group (OMG) ADM Task Force is focused on defining ADM infrastructure [46], so this is far from providing
a complete methodology. Another alternative is the method engineering approach [24], which proposes the construction of
customized in-house methodologies by assembling Methods Fragments (MF). MFs are well-defined tasks (i.e. they specify
process, input, output, involved roles and constraints) usually extracted from existing methodologies or created from a
software engineering theory. Process engineers manage the life cycle of MFs, that is, their identification, documentation,
modification and composition. This approach seems the best suited to meet project and organizational needs. However,
industrial acceptance is conditioned by the costs of process engineers and for teams to adopt the new methodology.
Modernization solutions based on ‘‘one methodology fits all’’ minimize costs arising from project variability such as team
training, tool acquisition and documentation of practices.
This paper presents the XIRUP (eXtreme end-User dRIven Process) process formodernization of component-based systems.
XIRUP is based on three main principles. First, it adopts a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [52] approach with a tailored
modelling language and specific tools. Second, it uses a highly iterative process driven by features [47] and oriented to early
acquisition of key knowledge. Third, it explicitly manages expertise gained in previous projects.
XIRUP is in linewithMDE [52], andmore specifically with the OMGModel-Driven Architecture (MDA) [29]. In its process,
engineers build abstract models from the legacy code, then transform these models to produce new models satisfying
modernization requirements, and finally generate the code to run on the target platform. XIRUP proposes a modelling
notation and supporting tools to help engineers in these tasks.
A significant challenge faced by MDE is due to the heterogeneity of designs and code, which increases the complexity
of languages, models and transformations. Component-based developments usually offer a more regular setting, so a
customized approach can make simplifications to boost productivity. For instance, component-based platforms facilitate
the identification of the elements from legacy and modernized systems to be included in models, and their mapping with
transformations.
The XIRUP process is organized around incremental feature-driven [47] iterations. This approach is common in modern
methodologies, as it enables the risks of a project to be addressed and an accurate idea of the domain and the final product
to be obtained. However, it may imply the need to redesign important components of the applicationwhen new insights are
gained. An ideal development process could extend the initial design to address new business needs.Modernization projects
offer this kind of setting, as the understanding of large parts of the system and how they will be implemented is available
from the beginning. Thus, engineers can effectively design, implement and deliver the functions of the system in increments.
XIRUP takes advantage of this knowledge to plan its iterations, devoting much more effort than generic methodologies to
understanding the legacy system.
XIRUP arranges iterations in phases. The organization in phases puts special attention on the regularity of changes
in modernization projects. These regularities appear when the target architecture is made up of uniform components
and the transformations to produce these components from the legacy system are similar (e.g. interfaces or interaction
protocols). This takes XIRUP to consider a process with four well-structured phases. The decision about whether the
modernization is going to be undertaken or not is taken in the Preliminary evaluation phase. The Understanding phase
gathers the core knowledge formodernization, covering the legacy system, the target platform, and the transformations and
constraints to build the modernized system. Given the expected regularity of XIRUP systems, it is expected that this step
only needs to gather information about parts of the systems involved. Then, the Building phase generalizes and replicates
this core information for the rest of the modernized system, establishing all the transformations from components in the
legacy system to components of the modernized system. These two phases work at the architectural level. The Migration
phase involves deployment on specific platforms, including code generation, data migration and configuration for the
coexistence of legacy andmodernized components. Each of these phases involves evaluation activities in order to assess the
progress of themodernization project and the fulfilment of requirements. This process facilitates better-informed decisions,
incremental evolution and reusability.
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As part of this process, XIRUP provides guidance and tools to manage the knowledge gathered in projects in order to
reduce effort and costs. It proposes the creation of repositories of artefacts (e.g.models, transformations and code templates)
organized in annotated contexts of application. Engineers can compare their settings with these contexts, and find ready-
to-use solutions to speed up development. For instance, they can find the componentmodels for a platform and appropriate
transformations for resource wrapping.
XIRUP has been tested in case studies of the MOMOCS project. In them, this combination of methodological features
brought improvements in development times and error rates over other approaches. These results are discussed in detail
later.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the case studies used in theMOMOCS project to validate
XIRUP and its tools. The paper uses one of the MOMOCS scenarios about modernizing a billing application to illustrate
the process and evaluate the results. Section 3 presents the modelling language and transformation approaches used in
XIRUP, and Section 4 the tool suite. The XIRUP process model is described in Section 5 using the billing modernization
scenario. Examples of phases, including workflows with actors, results and tools, are discussed. Section 6 summarizes the
assessment of using XIRUP in the modernization of the billing system. Related research is analysed in Section 7. Finally,
Section 8 discusses the relevance of XIRUP assumptions and results in modernization, as well as future lines of work.
2. Case study: modernization of information systems and services for small and medium size enterprises
MOMOCS [36] is a research project funded by the European Union and focused on the modernization of component-
based systems. Finished at the end of 2008, it has defined the model-driven modernization methodology XIRUP and
developed a suite of support tools called the XIRUP Suite. MOMOCS has accomplished the definition and validation of
these elements through three industrial modernization case studies: a travel agency; an industrial plant; an integrated
services platform. The first case study was used to complete the specification and tests of XIRUP and its tools, and it is
a standard J2EE application. The latter two validated the deliverables of the project, and evaluated the advantages and
limitations of the results, considering issues such as requirements achievement, effort reduction and error rates. The
industrial plant case study considers automation involving industrial components and process management applications.
The service platform case study illustrates the discussion in this paper somore details on it are given below. These cases show
typical modernization scenarios over a variety of target platforms and involving different needs in terms of specification and
development. More information on the results and experiments in the MOMOCS project is available at the project website
http://www.momocs.org [36].
The service platform case study considers the integration of different applications in a component-based framework
called ICARO [26]. ICARO models applications as organizations with two layers, for control and resources. The resources
are the components that supply the information and services needed by the controllers to achieve their goals. The control
layer contains two types of components, managers and specialists. Their interfaces and internal structures are similar,
although they play different roles. Managers are in charge of the management aspects of the service, such as installation,
configuration, startup,monitoring, shutdown and exception handling of components. Specialists are responsible for carrying
out the functionality of the service, such as adding new elements, querying databases or displaying information. Managers
and specialists collaborate to accomplish their tasks during the entire service life cycle. To enable the work of these
controllers, each resource has a management interface for managers, and a usage interface with specific operations for
specialists.
A Service Provider (SP) uses ICARO in the modernization of the information systems and services of small-to-medium
size enterprises (SME). Modernizations consist of integrating the legacy information systems of the customers as resources
of the platform, adapting generic components to customers’ needs, and developing controllers that provide the new or
modified functionality. The current modernization has as customer a SME with a computing infrastructure of isolated
personal computers. Each computer runs independent applications for accounting, customer management and billing. The
case study includes three typicalmodernization scenarios: integration of legacy components; a component technology change;
and provision of a common access point for several components. Integration of the legacy components is achieved bywrapping
them and providing customized interfaces. Technology change requires the replacement of a legacy component with a new
onewhile preserving component interfaces and behaviour, and the transformation of the related rule scripts. The access point
scenario considers implementing a common access system for several independent SME applications, which requires taking
the available access components of the SP and configuring them in order to fulfil the requirements of different applications.
The discussion about XIRUP in the remaining sections will be illustrated with the first scenario, the wrapper, as this is a
common modernization pattern.
In thewrapper scenario, a billing application that is running independently of other software systemsmust be integrated
into the SP framework. This application is jBilling [14], which is open source and is available at http://www.jbilling.com.
jBilling is structured as three sets of components: database, server and customer. The customer components of jBilling
offer interfaces to manage billing objects such as users, items, invoices or purchases. The integration of jBilling into the SP
platform requireswrapping that legacy software as an ICARO resource in order to encapsulate its functionality. As a resource,
the jBilling wrapper has to implement both the management and usage interfaces, which are derived from the ICARO
componentmodel. The usage interfacewill provide the operations for the use of the resource, such as adding, deleting, listing
or consulting billing elements. The management interface will support the creation, startup, monitoring and shutdown of
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the resource. This scenario also shows how engineers extract the relevant information from a legacy application, for instance
to identify the interfaces that a wrapper has to call and how to make these calls.
3. XIRUP modelling and transformations
XIRUP is a model-driven modernization process. This means that it mainly deals with models and their automated
transformation: from the legacy code to its models, from these models to models representing the modernized system,
and from the later to a running and deployedmodernized system.Working with graphical models facilitates understanding
the systems and establishing relationships between their elements. For these tasks XIRUP uses the following approaches:
• The XIRUP System Modelling language (XSM) [36] for the specification of models.
• The ATLAS Transformation language (ATL) [1] for transformations between models (M2M).
• Tools and specific templates for model-to-text transformations (M2T), for instance in code generation.
• Tools for text-to model transformations (T2M), which mainly correspond to reverse engineering of code.
These choices try to address some of the main limitations for the adoption of MDE: the difficulties in mastering complex
modelling languages and developing their related transformations.
The MOMOCS consortium decided to create its own modelling language with the aim of elaborating a modernization-
centred metamodel. This metamodel guides engineers whenmodelling component-based systems, facilitating understand-
ing and developing tools. Moreover, the consortium needed to explore the actual requirements formodelling in this context,
and to evolve the language as it gained new knowledge. The consortium found that most of the available metamodels [32]
were too general, targeted at specific platforms, or difficult to understand and modify by engineers, with Unified Modelling
Language (UML) [53] being a typical example of this. Integrating several metamodels for this purpose is acknowledged to
be a hard task [19].
The consortium chose the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [6] as the basis for the development of the XIRUP Suite,
given that it is one of the most comprehensive MDE environments. This led to the adoption of ECore [6] from EMF as
the language to define the XSM metamodel. Among the available M2M transformation languages that work with ECore
modelling language, ATL [1] has a close alignment with the OMG standard Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [41] and is
widely accepted in the MDE community. M2T transformations adopt an ad hoc approach with specific tool modules that
process models and code templates for the target platform. This approach is common as there are no languages for this
purpose with an acceptance similar to that of ATL. In the near future, the consortium expects to adopt a transformation
language for M2T, such as MOFScript [17] or JET [18]. The situation is similar for T2M transformations.
Whether or not these choices and trade-offs are suitable formodernization projects is still open to discussion and pending
further validation. However, the currently available results in MOMOCS support them as being right for the XIRUP setting.
3.1. The XIRUP system modelling language
XSM [36] is intended for the specification of component-based systems, using concepts recurrently present in the
literature and the experience of the MOMOCS partners. An ECore [6] metamodel formally defines its abstract syntax and
constraints. This metamodel is structured in six packages:
• root. This package contains the basic definitions of elements that are roots of hierarchies of concepts.
• tagging. This package defines tags as arbitrary named and typed labels that can be attached to elements.
• component. It enables describing the structure of a system from a static point of view.
• constraint. It contains definitions for the constraints that can be applied to the elements that describe a system.
• process. To describe the dynamic processes of a system with activity diagrams.
• information. It allows specifying the structure of the information managed by a system, mainly databases.
Fig. 1 shows some of the primitives involved in the wrapper scenario. Note that although all the nodes are ECore
EClass elements, some of them represent entities (e.g. ComponentType,Method and Constraint) and others relationships (e.g.
Requires, Implements and Offers). This is because links between entities in ECore are represented with EReferences, but these
can only represent binary relationships without attributes. If a relationship has attributes, it has to be represented using
additional EClass elements, as they are the only elements that can have attributes.
The excerpt of the metamodel is organized around the ComponentType type. Each of its instances represents a type of
component with a name. A component type can have attributes, which are modelled with the AttributeType type. It can also
require (i.e. needs for its implementation), implement (i.e. implements internally) and offer (i.e. implements and exposes to
clients) some functionality to/from other components or the end-user. The Interface type represents this functionality. An
interface can expose a set of methods represented as instances of theMethod type. The component can also share some of its
internal attributes through its interfaces. It is possible to associate constraints to component types, using the Constraint and
ConstraintTemplate types. Each constraint is identified by a name, and it has a description, an expression using the Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [40] and a type. The type indicates its level of severity and can take a value, in decreasing order,
betweenMandatory, Suggested or Optional. Finally, a component type may also reference activity diagrams. These diagrams
specify the dynamics of the processes that the component implements.
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Fig. 1. XIRUP metamodel with the main elements related to the ComponentType. Non-containment ECore EReferences are shown as plain associations and
containment EReferences as aggregations.
XSM is the common design language used throughout the XIRUP phases. Nevertheless, the XSM models of a XIRUP
project are at different levels of abstraction depending on the considered activity. The models generated by the reverse
engineering of a legacy system or those intended for code generation are at the level of Platform Specific Models (PSM)
(following MDA terminology [29]), while those used to describe the transformation from the legacy to the modernized
system are at the level of Platform Independent Models (PIM). In spite of this, XSM models always introduce a certain bias
to the implementation phases. Modernization needs to address constraints imposed by the legacy system and the target
platform at the architectural and design levels. For instance, the target platform appears in the architecture through the
kinds of components available to build the modernized system, facilitating some designs and making others unattainable.
3.2. XIRUP transformations
XIRUP considers the three different types of MDE transformations [13]: M2M, M2T and T2M. The solutions adopted for
each of them are different, as MDE research still lacks of a unifying approach for all the types.
XIRUP defines M2M transformations with ATL [1]. ATL works on modelling languages specified with ECore [6] such as
XSM. Thus, XIRUP can apply ECore-compliant tools even if these tools do not use XSM. For instance, engineers can use UML-
Java reverse engineering and code generation tools, and translate between UML and XSM models with ATL when required.
As the primarily concern of XIRUP is to facilitate the development of transformations, it applies several ATL mechanisms to
support modular definition of transformations that helps to manage their complexity. Its transformations can be composed
through superimposition (i.e. a partial rewriting of transformation rules) and chaining (i.e. applying transformations over
models resulting from the application of previous transformations in automated sequences). These features are present in
ATL, but its tools do not offer specific support for them. For this reason, the XIRUP Suite extends the ATL tools with editors
and wizards (see Section 4).
XIRUP approach forM2T transformations is based on toolmodules and templates. A template is a text file annotatedwith
tags. These tags indicate the places where the module has to inject information from the models to produce the final text.
4. XIRUP suite
The XIRUP Suite is the set of tools appearing in the definition of XIRUP and intended to support it. It includes tools to
work with the languages described in Section 3, and for other tasks such as requirements management or code debugging.
The suite includes both external tools and specific developments for XIRUP. Table 1 summarizes these tools. More details
on their use appear in Section 5, which explains the process.
The XSM Editor and Analyzer tool (XSM-EA) includes editors for XSM and UML. It supports the definition and analysis of
constraints written in OCL [40] for these models. Currently it also includes facilities for code generation from UML based on
templates. Their use requires a previous transformation from XSMmodels to UML.
The XSM-Transformations tool (XSM-T) is built on top of the standard support for ATL in EMF [16], which only provides
basic editing capabilities (such as colouring keywords) and execution of transformations. XSM-T extends this basic support
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Table 1
Tools currently used in the XIRUP process.
Tool Purpose Languages Source
XSM-EA—XSM editor and analyzer Modelling tool for XSM. It includes built-in
support for the specification and validation of
OCL constraints on models.
XSM [36]
OCL [40]
MOMOCS
XSM-T—XSM transformations Environment for transformations, and includes
wizards for editing and composition, and built-
in transformations.
ATL [1]
ECore [6]
MOMOCS
External
K-Xtraction—knowledge extraction Groups the reverse engineering tools. They
work on J2EE code and extract either XSM or
UML models, both static and dynamic.
XSM [36]
UML [38]
Java
MOMOCS
External
Requirements manager Tool to define and store modernization
requirements
UML [38]
Text
External
Cost analyzer Tool used in the estimation of project cost. External
Code IDE IDE used to work with code or debug it. Java External
Testing Tools used to define, execute and analyse code
tests.
Java External
XSM-KBR—XSM knowledge base repository Semantic repository for artefacts related to
modernization projects. It is able to store
arbitrary artefacts and annotate them with
metadata about contexts, types and results.
Arbitrary MOMOCS
with several wizards for writing transformations. These wizards provide templates for transformations and their rules,
suggest the types and operations applicable depending on the context of the transformation, and help to define the
superimposition and chaining of transformations. XSM-T also includes a library of predefined transformations, for instance
to copy elements, to replace a component with another that implements the same interfaces, or to translate between
modelling languages (i.e. currently between XSM and UML).
The Knowledge Extraction tool (K-Xtraction) is in fact a set of tools for reverse engineering. They analyse J2EE code at
different levels of detail. The MOMOCS project has developed a specific tool that generates XSM models. It has also used
existing tools that generate UML and then used the transformation from UML to XSM available in XSM-T.
The XSM Knowledge Base Repository (XSM-KBR) centralizes the reuse of experience from previous projects. It stores
arbitrary artefacts that engineers annotate with metadata to define their application context, types and results if any.
Contexts are defined with XSM models, types with controlled sets of keywords, and results with keywords and models.
For instance, a set of artefacts can be intended for a context corresponding to an update from a web service architecture
described with XSMmodels, whose type indicates the use of centralized resources for persistence, and resulting in a three-
tier architecture with J2EE also modelled with XSM; transformations with ATL define how to move from one setting to the
other.With this information, engineers in a given setting can look in the repository for already available and proven artefacts
applicable to their problem, with the consequent reduction in effort and mistakes.
As pointed before, the XIRUP Suite is built on top of EMF. This has two key consequences. First, it facilitates using ECore-
compliant languages, though others can be used with a higher effort. Second, tools are loosely coupled and usually share
information by exchanging files. Productivity can be improved with tighter integration, but this has not yet been addressed.
5. Component-based modernization: the XIRUP process model
The XIRUP modernization methodology proposes an agile process that is highly iterative, and whose workflows are
inspired by some existing modernization methodologies and processes, such as ADM [45], SMP [28] and SMART [33]. The
process involves at least two main groups of people: the customer organization and the service provider. The customer
organization (CO) is the owner of the system to be modernized and is also the customer of the modernization project.
Thus, it includes, for instance, organization managers, system administrators and end users. The service provider (SP) is the
organization that carries out the modernization project. These organizations can be the same or different, depending on the
project.
Fig. 2 shows the XIRUP process model described with SPEM (Software Process Engineering Metamodel) [37]. As stated in
the introduction, it consists of four phases: Preliminary evaluation, Understanding, Building andMigration. Transitions occur
when a phase has finished,which implies an evaluation of its outcome. Apart from the first phase (i.e. Preliminary evaluation),
the remainder of the phases may iterate over each other, and these iterations are feature-based.
The XIRUP definition of feature considers several perspectives present in the literature. A feature [47] is commonly
regarded as a cohesive set of individual requirements, usually describing a customer-visible capability of the system.
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Fig. 2. XIRUP process model.
However, in modernization projects, these features are not only sets of visible requirements because the legacy system
and target platform impose underlying constraints. For instance, these constraints can affect system architecture or the use
of middleware and third party components. XIRUP regards these constraints as features that can drive specific iterations,
since dealing with them is mandatory to achieve modernization. An alternative definition of feature, influenced by feature-
oriented programming for software product lines [34], is an increment of system functionality implemented through the
extension of existing artefacts. Though XIRUP does not work in this context, it shares this vision. The modernization
of component-based systems largely consists of adding adaptors and controllers over existing components. Given these
reflections, a XIRUP feature is defined as a cohesive set of individualmodernization requirementswhose treatment produces
a significant increment in project artefacts; the complete processing (i.e. through all the phases) of a feature produces an
extended functional version of the modernized system. Some typical candidates for features are:
• A component or service with specific functionality to be replaced by a set of components in the target platform.
• A library to be wrapped in order to make it compliant with the new system architecture.
• A support technology to be changed.
• A new (functional or non-functional) requirement to be considered for the system.
Modernization starts with a Preliminary evaluation (i.e. phase 1), the purpose of which is to decide whether the
modernization is going to be undertaken. This decision is usually based on cost-benefit analysis of modernization goals.
This analysis requires acquiring technical knowledge of the existing system, the target platform, the requirements of the
modernized system and the potential solutions for the project. When the Preliminary Evaluation has ended, the customer
with the support of the SP should decidewhether to perform themodernization, which features to consider, and the solution
to apply.
If the preliminary evaluation is positive, the SP moves to phase 2: Understanding the system and the requirements of
modernization with the purpose of implementing the selected solution. In the case of complex systems, this can be done
with iterations, each of them taking into account some features of the project. The component-based nature of XIRUP
systemsmakes themquite regular, so engineers can usually extrapolate the solutions obtained in part of the system for some
features to the rest of the system and the remaining features. The basic solutions at the analysis level are obtained during
theUnderstanding phase. Its result is the identification of the core components required to build themodernized system and
their adaptations to meet themodernization requirements. These adaptations can involve, for instance, the configuration of
parameters of existing components, wrapping components to integrate them in a framework, transformations of internal
components to use centralized resources for persistence or user access, or building specific components from scratch.
The Building phase of the modernized system (i.e. phase 3) establishes all the transformations from components in the
existing system to components of the modernized system, extrapolating the results obtained in the Understanding phase. It
also works on feature-based iterations at the analysis level. After completing one iteration, engineers can consider another
feature or start the migration with the already modelled components.
The final phase is Migration (i.e. phase 4), during which the transition from the old to the modernized running system
is carried out. This transition deals with transformations to models at the level of detailed PSM [29] and code. Migration
addresses the deployment of new components, the coexistence of components from the original and modernized systems,
and the migration of data. Once engineers have performed the migration of a group of features, they return to the
Understanding phase if there are pending features to modernize.
After every phase, engineers have to check and validate its results according to the requirements and design. If the
resulting components do not pass the tests, models and transformations need to be reviewed; if the components are
successfully validated, it is possible to considermore features or start another phasewith the alreadymodelled components.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary evaluation phase.
Transformations between components in the previous phases are mainly M2M. The extraction of models from code uses
T2M transformations. M2T transformations are used for code generation. They generate the final modernized system and
prototypes for validation in all the phases.
The following subsections explain these phases with further details. Each of them includes an account of workflows,
products and tools, as well as examples of application in the wrapper scenario extracted from the MOMOCS project. Note
that for space reasons, this description does not cover all the activities in the process but only the key ones.
5.1. Preliminary evaluation
The Preliminary evaluation phase gathers information about the requirements of the modernization in order to make
an assessment about its feasibility, benefits and costs according to the potential proposed solutions. Fig. 3 shows the main
workflow. The actors are the CO responsibles, who define the requirements regarding the modernization and decide on the
acceptance of the project, and the SP modernization requirements engineers, who perform a preliminary analysis to assess
project feasibility.
The first activity is Collect info (see activity 1.1 in Fig. 3). It corresponds to the initial interviews between the SP engineers
and the CO representatives to get the relevant information about the modernization. This activity includes four tasks:
• 1.1.1. Elicit modernization requirements. The CO responsibles define the characteristics of the project, including the
purpose of the modernization, functional and non-functional requirements, systems to be modernized and the target
platform. Engineers define and store these requirements using a Requirements manager tool.
• 1.1.2. Collect info about the target platform. The SP requirements engineers study the target platform to determine
its relevant components, as well as their public interfaces, classes and data structures. They obtain this information
either from the documentation or from a K-Xtraction tool (see Section 5.2 for more details). Engineers can use
transformations to discover structures in thesemodels. The analysiswith tools probably requiresmore effort than reading
the documentation, but it is the only activity that guarantees consistency between the collected knowledge and the real
platform.
• 1.1.3. Collect info about the legacy application. This activity is similar to 1.1.2 but targeted at the legacy system. Engineers
perform activities 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 at the same time, since the information obtained in each of them can raise new
information needs in the other.
• 1.1.4. Check viability. Engineers must evaluate whether the project can be performed, and what the alternative solutions
and trade-offs are. Issues like high uncertainty of the information about the new functionality, very different architectures
in the legacy system and the target platform, or unfit target platforms for the modernized functionality, can make the
project non-viable.
After gathering enough information, engineers perform the Estimate modernization (see activity 1.2 in Fig. 3) activity.
It covers the description of the potential solutions and plans applicable in the project, and the estimation of their related
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costs, benefits and risks. This estimation [23] is arguably a very challenging task in a software project. It depends on a wide
range of factors, such as the experience of the development team with the platforms of the project, the maturity of the
technologies, the data to migrate, and the foreseen complexity of the transformations. Besides, the information available at
these early stages is incomplete and tentative. Nevertheless, the XIRUPprocess presents several features that ease difficulties
in estimation. First, modernization begins from an existing system that can be deeply analysed to get an accurate idea of
the setting. Second, the use of components in the SP frameworks and artefacts from previous works reduces the variability
between projects. These characteristics make it probable that engineers find previous projects that share features with the
current project, and they can contrast them to improve estimation. The SP engineers use estimation tools (i.e. Cost analyzer)
with the information on requirements and components to produce theModernization offer that summarizes these issues for
the CO.
Finally, the CO responsibles consider whether to Accept modernization offer (see activity 1.3 in Fig. 3) or not. If not, the
process finishes by leaving the system as it is; if it is accepted, the SP goes to the Understanding activity (see Section 5.2).
5.1.1. Wrapper: preliminary evaluation
The summarized instantiation of the preliminary evaluation for the legacy application wrapper scenario is as follows:
• 1.1.1. Elicitmodernization requirements. Therewas onemain requirement, to integrate the jBilling application as a resource
component in the SP framework.
• 1.1.2. Collect info about the target platform. SP requirements engineers studied the public information of the ICARO
platform. In this case, the documentation was complete and covered the information needs. Given the ICARO
requirements to integrate jBilling as a resource, engineers identified awrapper pattern as being themost suitable solution
for the modernization. The wrapper would use the components of jBilling and implement the management and usage
interfaces.
• 1.1.3. Collect info about the legacy application. The legacy systemwas jBilling. The study of its documentation showed this
is an open source J2EE application running against an external database. Many of its features can be customized using
property files. jBilling includes some examples of test code that can help in its understanding. Despite this, the jBilling
documentation was insufficient to make accurate estimates. It did not include information about its external interfaces,
which is required to evaluate the implementation effort. Engineers obtained this information from the models provided
by the K-Xtraction tool, filtered by transformations that looked for J2EE persistence interfaces and related classes.
• 1.1.4. Check viability. In this case, themodernization team developed the code of aminimumprototype to create, retrieve,
add and remove billing items from jBilling. The prototype considered integration requirements of the SP platform (i.e.
management and usage interfaces) and the way to achieve the required functionality with jBilling components. The
result, besides the prototype itself, was a statement about the technical viability of the project.
• 1.2. Estimate modernization. This included jBilling functionality to be wrapped, complexity according to the prototype,
experiences with similar projects and the SP platform, and whether there were transformations available for this kind
of modernization. The result was a rough estimate of the costs and benefits of the modernization project including time,
development effort and financial cost. This estimate was included in the modernization offer that was presented to the
CO. Here there was only one solution considered for the modernization, but more could exist.
• 1.3. Accept modernization offer. In this case study, the CO accepted the modernization offer and the project continued.
5.2. Understanding
Understanding the modernization requires analysing those features and components that define the key and distinct
transformations for modernization, and that engineers later replicate for the rest of the modernized system. It involves
analysing both the legacy system and the target platform, which are the existing systems, and the modernized system.
This analysis has a higher level of details than in the Preliminary evaluation (see Section 5.1) phase. The result is the
identification at the analysis level of the components for the target system and their instantiations for the provision of the
expected functionality. Depending on the type of modernization, these target components can be implemented by reusing
components of the legacy system. The workflow for the Understanding phase appears in Fig. 4.
SP software engineers begin with Build existing systems model (see activity 2.1 in Fig. 4). They carry out this activity in
a similar way to that of Collect info in the Preliminary evaluation (see activity 1.1 in Section 5.1). However, the previous
elicitation seeks to determine the feasibility of the modernization project, while here it is directed at implementation.
Analysis of the existing systems and understanding of the new features are interleaved activities: engineers perform a
preliminary study to get knowledge on how to implement a feature, but new information needs can appearwhen processing
it. Given the complexity of the analysis of existing systems, this is further described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
When the initial specification of the Existing systems model is available, the Understanding phase iterates over the
modernization features selected for this phase. Each iteration begins by choosing one of these features in Select feature
(see activity 2.2 in Fig. 4). Engineers consider the intended solution that implements that feature in Identify SP components
(see activity 2.3 in Fig. 4). They need to identify the components that participate in the solution and, if required, how to
modify them. This implies studying the description of the components from the legacy system and the target framework
related to the feature. Available information also includes examples from previous projects that guide this identification.
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Fig. 4. Understanding phase. Engineers can use the XSM-KBR in any of the activities.
Engineers formalize the knowledge obtained in these activities in Build XSM model (see activity 2.4 in Fig. 4) as an updated
Modernized system model. The finalModernized system model covers the key issues of the modernization at the level of PIM,
though with some bias to the target framework as it includes architectural constraints. Engineers specify and automate the
correspondences between the models of the legacy and modernized systems using M2M transformations.
The activities in this phase make use of several tools that also appear in Fig. 4. Engineers get the information on
requirements related to the features to be considered using the Requirements manager. Models from the existing systems
are obtained with the K-Xtraction tool. The XSM-EA manages, stores and displays annotated XSM models of the existing
and modernized systems (see Existing systems model andModernized system model respectively in Fig. 4). Engineers use the
XSM-KBR to consult available information at any time. Additional tools that assist in the selection of target components (e.g.
navigation tools or search wizards for the target platform) could improve the performance of engineers in this phase.
5.2.1. Build existing systems model
Activity 2.1 Build existing systems model of the understanding phase generates a model of the relevant components of the
legacy system and target platform. SP software engineers have to get a general view of the architecture of those systems
and know how these implement specific features that are relevant for the modernization project. The information to be
gathered at this stage depends on the specific scenario.When themodernization is going to replace a legacy componentwith
a set of target platform components, engineers usually only need to understand the functionality provided by the old and
new components and their dependences on other components. If the modernization considers a change in the supporting
technology, additional details about predefined services in the legacy and new platforms are needed. If new functionality is
going to be added, engineers have to choose the best implementation for it according to the resources available in the legacy
system and the target platform, which implies detailed static and dynamic models. The information obtained in this activity
updates the Existing systems model. Eliciting this information about the existing systems is one of the most demanding
activities in modernization projects, as it usually involves the analysis of an unknown systemwith only limited information
about it. Based on research on modernization [28,33,50] and the experience of the partners in the MOMOCS project, the
XIRUP methodology proposes implementing this activity following the workflow in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Build existing systems model activity.
The first step is to State the functionality to discover (see activity 2.1.1 in Fig. 5), which will be the object of study. Then,
engineers Study available information (see activity 2.1.2 in Fig. 5) about the existing software. Engineers look for information
regarding available services that offer functionalities similar to, or supporting, the required one (more about this activity in
Section 5.2.2). The information obtained in this activity is only a working hypothesis, since documentation can be wrong,
software has bugs and engineers canmakemistakes in the analysis. Thus, engineers elaborate the acquired knowledge on the
behaviour of the existing components and Generate and test hypothesis with a Prototype that considers different issues (see
activity 2.1.3 in Fig. 5). It analyses the sequences of calls to existing software that provide the target functionality. For these
calls, it also studies aspects such as parameters, limit values, return codes and performance of those components. Integration
tests perform basic verification on the use of elements shared between the existing and target software including, although
not restricted to, software versions, communication ports, database tables or potential deadlocks. Finally, the activityModel
information (see activity 2.1.4 in Fig. 5) updates the Existing systems model with the knowledge about the existing software
obtained in the overall Build existing systems model (see activity 2.1 in Fig. 4).
5.2.2. Study available information
The documentation available about a system can include the software itself (which can be executed and the user interface
examined), its official documentation, the code (when it is available as in the case of open source software), reports about
previous usages, FAQ and discussion groups. The study of this information is potentially a highly time-consuming task. For
this reason, the SP software engineermust stay focused on just eliciting the information required for the functionality under
study. XIRUP proposes the following workflow for this activity.
The first step in theworkflow is to Run the existing system (i.e. activity 2.1.2.1). Engineers look for the functionality related
to the information they search. For instance, menus, shortcuts, data, configuration files and forms, can be relevant items in
this step. The SP software engineers use this information to guide the Read available documentation activity on these items
(i.e. activity 2.1.2.2). Here, the relevant information to find includes interfaces, components and classes, their methods,
tables, their fields, dependences in databases, and configuration files. The goal is not only to identify these elements, but
also to learn about the rules for their use such as values, parameters, sequences of calls and dependences. Lastly, engineers
can Examine the source code (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3) related to the items identified in the previous steps. For this task, the Read
available documentation activity may focus the search on some classes or components.
These three activities are generic and engineers must adapt them to the specific case under study, as they are not always
possible or required. This is the case of the Run the existing system activity for a library. The library itself is not executable,
as there is always an application using it. The utility of the Read available documentation activity greatly depends on the
quality of the documentation for the issue under study. The Examine the source code activity is not always feasible, and
if it is, it should be the last one attempted because it can potentially consume more resources. Examining code implies
understanding implementation by a different team and building up a model of the software from fragments of code.
XIRUP recommends four activities to examine code (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3). Engineers can Studymodels (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3.1)
of the system. These models can be available documentation or can be derived from the reverse engineering. If the models
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are not well structured, examination can be time consuming. To reduce the effort, engineers can use transformations,
perhaps from the XSM-KBR, to look for patterns in models. For instance, they can look for the classes related to persistence
using transformations; from these classes they can find those that add and remove elements and their interfaces; these
interfaces indicate the types of methods used to manage data, and transformations can be used to look for similar methods
and therefore for other data elements. Engineers can also Perform textual search (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3.2) in the source files of
keywords relatedwith the elements of interest. The examination should beginwith the public interfaces, which are probably
the only elements needed. It is important to observe that considering non-public elements may imply a modification to the
original code that is not always possible or advisable. For instance, the source files generated by a decompiler from the
binary files of some software could show a non-public class with some required functionality, but its modification to public
visibilitymay be forbidden by the software licence. Another possibility for discovering the relevant components is to Look for
entry points (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3.3) such as the main method of the application or web service. These provide information on
the startup and shutdown of resources, and the relevant public components, classes and interfaces to carry out the required
functionality. If available, engineers can also consider the testing code (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3.4). It probably illustrates the types
of complex uses that engineers need to discover.
5.2.3. Wrapper: understanding
The understanding phase for the wrapper scenario began with the Build existing systems model activity. Its first step was
the State the functionality to discover activity (i.e. activity 2.1.1). The preliminary evaluation of jBilling (see Section 5.1.1)
showed that it has a very regular architecture where the processing of the different types of data is quite similar. The
components that list, add, remove or get the different billing elements present minor changes in code and dynamic
behaviour. Thus, the goal of this activity was to discover the information required for the management of items, which
are one of the types of elements involved in billing. This information would be the basis to replicate this activity for the
remainder of the billing data.
The SP software engineer first needed to Study available information (i.e. activity 2.1.2). Running jBilling (which
corresponds to activity 2.1.2.1) resulted in finding the menus for items and induced several hypotheses about items: their
key seems to be their identifier; this identifier is a numeric value assigned by the system; items only contain attributes
of primitive types. With this information, engineers proceeded to Read available documentation (i.e. activity 2.1.2.2). The
jBilling documentation has few useful contents to help in building thewrapper for items. In fact, most of this documentation
is similar to brochures intended for advertising and not for technical use. Thus, in this scenario there was a need to
perform the Examine the source code activity (i.e. activity 2.1.2.3). Following the steps outlined in Section 5.2.2, the activity
included:
• 2.1.2.3.1. Study models. Engineers performed reverse engineering of the code and looked for interfaces and classes
involving items in their names or method parameters and results. They found several, but there was no clear picture of
what the relevant oneswere or how they interacted for proper dynamic behaviour. The use of transformations to identify
relevant structures did not contribute significant information beyond the identification of some related components.
• 2.1.2.3.2. Perform textual search. jBilling is a J2EE application. For functionality related with billing items, the search
included those files with the ‘‘java’’ extension containing the ‘‘item’’ keyword. Engineers examined the results looking
mainly for public interfaces andmethods. There were several classes containing potentially relevant elements, but again
these elements were found to be scattered among files and it was difficult to determine their interactions.
• 2.1.2.3.3. Look for entry points. jBilling recommends integration throughweb services. However, this alternative is difficult
with the ICARO platform, which uses J2EE but does not have built-in support to work with web services. Thus, engineers
preferred to look for an alternative to web services that would allow implementing the wrapper with less effort.
• 2.1.2.3.4. Examine code for testing. The jBilling distribution included classes to test its basic functions and the integrity
of its database (i.e. ‘‘sanity tests’’), but they are not documented. Engineers found them in the textual search. The tests
illustrate how to use the available classes to carry out some of the relevant functionalities under study, such as adding
items or obtaining a list of their identifiers in the jBilling instance.
• 2.1.2.3.1. Study models. Engineers performed reverse engineering and code analysis focused on the interfaces and classes
obtained in activity 2.1.2.3.4. This time they were able to create the relevant static and activity diagrams.
SP engineers also built amodel of the target platform,whichwas the other element to integrate. The activityRead available
documentation (i.e. activity 2.1.2.2) was enough to gather the information about the ICARO framework (see Section 2).
Engineers decided to integrate jBilling in ICARO as a resource component of name ‘‘JBillingWrapper’’ with two interfaces,
one for management ‘‘MngtIFJBillingWrapper’’ and other for usage ‘‘UsageIFJBillingWrapper’’. The ICARO platform registers
all its components with Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) at startup. The registration of the resource is automated by
just including its name, class, path, and the manager and specialist controllers in a configuration file.
With the previous information about jBilling and ICARO, engineers specified and checked a possible implementation of
the modernized functionality (i.e. activity 2.1.3). The jBilling prototype at this stage extended the prototype built for the
Check viability activity (i.e. activity 1.1.4, see Section 5.1.1). Engineers manually coded this extension. The prototype as a
standalone application worked well, but problems arose when engineers attempted to integrate it into the SP platform.
After some debugging, the problem was that both ICARO and jBilling use the default RMI ports to register components,
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Fig. 6. Excerpt from the XSMmodel extracted in the Understanding of the main components of the jBilling application related with the wrapper.
which caused a conflict between both at startup. The first attempt at solution was to change the ports used by jBilling in
its configuration file. Nevertheless, this did not work, as there was a bug in this feature. Engineers finally decided that as
jBilling used the default RMI ports they would change the ports for ICARO in its configuration files.
Engineers formalized the results of the previous study in the Model information activity (i.e. activity 2.1.4). Fig. 6 shows
a XSM diagram with part of the information extracted from the original system. It should be noted that the ComponentType
JBilling in the figure is a logical addition made by engineers that does not exist in the real jBilling application. They added
this element to provide a single access point to all the external interfaces of jBilling. This access point was useful for defining
the M2M transformations that formalized the modernization from the original system to the modernized one at the PIM
level. Engineers could also attach code snippets to the elements in models and transformations to consider some platform
dependent aspects, such as the process to instantiate components or the way to specify component ports in configuration
files.
5.3. Building
The Building phase is for generating and validating complete models of the modernized system at the level of PIM and
initial PSM. Its input is the information from the Understanding phase (see Section 5.2) on how key features of the target
system can be obtained from the components in the legacy system and the SP platform. Building generalizes this information
and applies it to the whole target system. Following a model-driven approach [52], XIRUP bases this activity on automated
transformations of models [9,13], in its case with ATL [1] and code templates. This phase may also require engineers to
annotate the XSMmodels with information needed for the transformations. Examples of these annotations could be logical
elements to group components, sequences of method calls or records in databases. This way of working encourages the
reuse of experience from previous projects, which is perceived as a key feature to improve modernization processes [45].
Fig. 7 shows the workflow of the Building phase.
The workflow begins with the Identify and define transformations for components activity (i.e. activity 3.1 in Fig. 7). This
activity develops the required M2M transformations and modifies the related models if needed. The modernization of
certain features involves several transformations that are combined to achieve the final result, either by superimposition
or chaining (see Section 3.2). Engineers can find some of the required transformations already available in the XSM-KBR.
The Apply transformations activity (i.e. activity 3.2 in Fig. 7) generates from existing models their related XSM modernized
components described with XSM models. These models are subjected to different tests before their integration with other
XSM specifications: the Validate models activity (i.e. activity 3.3 in Fig. 7) performs standard unit tests of the modernized
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Fig. 7. Building phase.
components; the Test service activity (i.e. activity 3.4) performs service tests that involve all the components related to the
provision of an external service; the Validation with customer activity (i.e. activity 3.5) checks the resulting services with the
customers’ requirements in order to generate the acceptance/refusal of the new feature. The tests for services and features
are not performed for all the transformations obtained in activity 3.1. Only when a relevant group of functionality (i.e.
services for some features) is available, can they be checked. After completing this validation, the modernized components
are ready formigration. Note that Fig. 7 does not include theModernized systemmodel of the understanding (see Section 5.2),
but the different activities can actually check their information against it, for instance to choose a transformation in the XSM-
KBR with the required results or to validate the obtained XSM modernized components.
The workflow above makes use of several support tools. The definition and execution of transformations uses XSM-T.
This tool enables the specification of how elements from the XSMmodels of the existing systems are mapped into elements
of the XSM model for the target system. It also executes the transformations to generate the models used in the validation
at the unit and service levels. The XSM-EA enables engineers to examine their models and edit them. The XSM-KBR tool
stores arbitrary models and transformations annotated for reuse. The XIRUP methodology also includes Testing tools to
provide further support in the previous tests. However, the XIRUP Suite does not currently include any tool to perform
these validations in an automated way, and their development fell outside the scope of the MOMOCS project.
As stated before in this paper, XSM models cover a wide range of abstraction levels in XIRUP that goes from the PIM to
the PSM. The Building phase includes all these levels and the tests available differ accordingly. The modernization itself, as
the transformation from the legacy to the modernized system, is specified at the level of PIM. General components in XSM
models have an abstract semantics and engineers can only perform some basic tests with them, such as completeness of
models or presence of methods. However, research in MDE [1,9,13] is active about this issue and will probably provide
additional testing techniques in the near future. On the other side, the models including details of the target platform
are platform specific (PSM). For these models, XIRUP tools have standard M2T transformations to specific target platforms
(currently Java) that complement the models’ semantics. Engineers can check the resulting systems with standard Testing
tools. The MOMOCS project has used public tools such as JUnit [27], JUnitPerf [8] and Apache Cactus [2] for this purpose in
its case studies. This approach to validation can introduce mistakes that do not come from the models because the applied
transformations bring assumptions intomodels that are not necessarily those of engineers. Despite this, MOMOCS engineers
consider this preferable than to not validate results at all until the deployment of the systems, when errors have higher costs.
XIRUP regards the Building phase as a key stage where a model-driven approach can take advantage of similarities
between and within projects. When engineers have to specify a transformation, they can reuse proven modernization
patterns available in the XSM-KBR, at least as a departure point for the new development. These patterns are organized
according to modernization contexts, types of transformations and results. For example, the context of modernization of
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Fig. 8. Basic transformation for the wrapper.
J2EE systems includes transformations for wrapping a component and implementing several public interfaces. The use of
these patterns, when possible, dramatically reduces the development effort and error rates. The integration of these patterns
in the development and their explicit management is one of the key advantages of XIRUP over similar approaches, which
mention these patterns but do not provide either specific processes or tools for them.
5.3.1. Wrapper: building
The first step in building thewrapperwas Identify and define transformations for components (i.e. activity 3.1). Fig. 8 shows
an excerpt of a simple ATL transformation for the wrapper that takes the XSM model of the original system (see Fig. 6) as
input and produces the model of the target system (not included in the figures). The superimposition mechanism combined
this transformation with a copy transformation that duplicated the non-modified elements of the source model into the
target model. In this way, the components of the legacy system would also be available in the modernized system for the
wrapper. This copy transformation is built-in in XSM-T, but similar transformations customized for specific settings can be
retrieved from the XSM-KBR to support new developments.
The transformation in Fig. 8 began with the file header that included the name of the module (i.e. ‘‘JBilling_TBMS_MS’’),
the variables for the input and output model files (i.e. ‘‘IN’’ and ‘‘OUT’’), and the metamodels that described their languages
(i.e. ‘‘xsm’’). The auxiliary functions (i.e. keyword helper) started with a header that indicated the context elements where
they are applicable, and their name, parameters (though these functions have no parameters), and return type. Potential
types for parameters and return values include primitive types, types from metamodels, and different containers for these
types. In this case, the bodies of these functions simply collected different elements from themodels. The transformation rule
itself contained a source pattern (i.e. keyword from) and a target pattern (i.e. keyword to). The source pattern determines
the elements of the original model to which the rule applies. The target pattern describes the elements to insert in the
resulting model because of the execution of the rule. In this case, the source pattern indicates that the rule applies to a
ComponentType with name ‘‘JBilling’’. Engineers introduced this element in the XSM model of the legacy system to group
all the elements from the jBilling application required to build the wrapper (see Fig. 6). The transformation generated as
the main element of the modernized system a ComponentTypewhose identifier was the same of the source ComponentType
followed by ‘‘Wrapper’’.
Engineers then proceeded to Apply transformations (i.e. activity 3.2) to get the XSM models of the modernized system.
With them, they performed several tests in Validate models (i.e. activity 3.3). Engineers looked in the target model for
the wrapper component type, the usage and management interfaces that it had to implement as an ICARO resource,
and the methods to include in these interfaces. They also checked the consistency with the copy transformation in the
superimposition, ensuring that the resulting model contained the elements for the wrapper and unchanged all the other
elements of the original model as expected. After these tests, engineers used the XSM models to generate Java skeletons
of classes with default implementations for logging, which just indicate the method called and its parameters and results.
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Fig. 9.Migration phase.
XSM-EA supports this generation with default templates. Engineers integrated these classes with the prototype for items
developed in the Understanding phase (see Section 5.2.3). Engineers used the new prototype to complete the unit tests in
Validate models (i.e. activity 3.3) and performed the Test service (i.e. activity 3.4). After some debugging, a new version of the
M2M transformation with code snippets customized for jBilling and the ICARO platform was released. Engineers used this
transformation to generate a new model closer to the target platform, and this to generate code that they completed to a
fully functional running prototype. This prototype was subjected to the previous tests and the Validation with customer (i.e.
activity 3.5) activity.
The different artefacts satisfied all the tests. Engineers decided to migrate the available modernized components.
5.4. Migration
The Migration phase involves the description of models for specific platforms, starting from the architectural/analysis
models of the Building phase. This process is similar to the transition in MDA [29] from PIM to PSM. Nevertheless and as
highlighted before, XIRUP introduces some details of the target platform in previous phases, so initial PSM can be available
beforeMigration. This is required to address certain constraints of the legacy system and the target platform that affect the
modernized components at the analysis level. Migration also generates the final code of the modernized system from the
detailed PSM.
The workflow for this phase (see Fig. 9) is very similar to that of Building (see Section 5.3), in the sense that it defines
automated transformations between models and performs the required validations. The main difference is that in the
Migration phase, transformations are intended to generate detailed design models of the target system fromwhich the final
running code can be generated, despite minor adjustments. These transformations to PSM are highly reusable in multiple
projects, as they largely depend on the target platform. In the case of transformations to code, MDE expects that commercial
development tools will probably provide them for the most common modelling languages (i.e. UML) and platforms [52].
After the Identify target platform activity (see activity 4.1 in Fig. 9), engineers get the required transformations for the
migration in Retrieve transformations PIM to PSM (see activity 4.2 in Fig. 9). This activity can be achieved either by retrieving
transformations from the XSM-KBR tool if these are available, or developing them as done in Building (see Section 5.3).
Engineers run these transformations in Apply transformations (see activity 4.3 in Fig. 9) to get the resulting PSM. This activity
can require examination and editing themodels, for instance to introduce some annotations required by transformations or
to performmanual adjustments in the results. The last two activities are Validate PSM and Validation with user (see activities
4.4 and 4.5 respectively in Fig. 9). They perform validations over the PSM that are equivalent to those of activities 3.3–3.5 in
the Building phase. Validate PSM includes both unit and service tests.
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The generation of code from PSM does not explicitly appear in the workflow, since it is not currently an independent
stage. For instance, it happens as part of the validation activities. Engineers specify annotated XSM models including code
snippets attached to model elements. These snippets guide code generation for components and methods. Engineers also
increase the detail of the transformations developed in the Building phase to consider these annotations. Then engineers
convert XSMmodels to UMLwith built-in XSM-T transformations, and toolmodules automatically generate code from them
using standard templates for the target platform. In order to increase the flexibility and productivity at this stage, MOMOCS
partners are considering extra support for code generation with techniques like grammars, template languages, or M2T
transformation languages. This last alternative is currently focusing the efforts as there is very active work on standards
[43] and support tools [18] for it.
A final comment on Migration is that a modernization project can also need to consider data migration. This implies
changes of format, use of default values for some new data items, detection of inconsistencies, or backup of information no
longer supported. Again, the modernization team should define transformations to migrate these data to the new system.
The XSM language includes an information package to represent these data (see Section 3.1). Engineers can change the
models using ATL transformations. Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that this is a different problem from the previous
transformations involving code. Here the amount of data tomanage is much higher and the tools to extract models different
from the previous ones. While engineers can expect to build models with all the components and instances of a legacy
system, the same approach cannot work with the records of a database. In this case, models just consider the schema of
data, although transformations work on both these schema and their records.
At the current moment, the XIRUP Suite supports the Migration phase is the same way as the Building phase. The
transformations M2M and M2T are supported by the XSM-KBR, XSM-EA and XSM-T tools (see Fig. 9). The XSM-EA includes
the facilities to instantiate code templates with the information from models in code generation.
5.4.1. Wrapper: migration
The wrapper migration began with Identify target platform (i.e. activity 4.1), that in this case was ICARO (see Section 2).
The second step was Retrieve transformations PIM to PSM (i.e. activity 4.2). The limitations to validate models already forced
engineers to generate transformations with code snippets customized for jBilling and ICARO in the Building phase (see
Section 5.3.1). This activity complemented these transformations with additional details for methods (e.g. validations,
algorithms and error management) and information for the specific deployment (e.g. host names, paths or users in
the databases). For instance, the new transformations introduced significant error messages for problems in database
operations. Engineers ran these transformations generating new models, produced code from them and adjusted it to run.
Engineers used this code in Validate PSM (i.e. activity 4.4) and Validation with user (i.e. activity 4.5).
As part of this brief report on the migration phase for the wrapper, the difficulties in validating models without code
generationmust be pointed again. The state-of-the-art inMDE [13,52] shows no viable alternatives for exhaustive testing to
this approach, though it can introduce unintended assumptions as discussed for Building. TheMOMOCS project recommends
here the future addition of animation generators for models to facilitate further validation.
6. Analysis of the experiment
The wrapper scenario has been used to explain the various phases of the XIRUP methodology in Sections 5.1.1, 5.2.3,
5.3.1 and 5.4.1. This section presents some additional facts and conclusions about the application of XIRUP process and
tools. These are in line with the observations for the other case studies of the MOMOCS project (see Section 2).
In order to provide somequantitative evaluation on the improvements provided byXIRUP, two teams of engineers carried
out parts of the case study of the integrated services platform. They had similar backgrounds but used different processes
and tools. The control group followed a standard approach and the second group used XIRUP.
Each team included three engineers who were not directly involved in XIRUP development. These engineers had 2–5
years of experience, were fluent in UML, and had participated in projects involving modernization or maintenance of Java
systems. None of themhadprevious knowledge ofMDEbeyond some theoretical and abstract notions about the generalMDE
approach and the concepts of metamodel and transformation. In addition, all the participants attended a two days course
on modernization where they were introduced to the main concepts and techniques in these projects, such as wrapping
and centralization of resources. The XIRUP group also took a twoweek course on the XIRUP process and suite. Regarding the
process and tools, the control group followed a general-purpose agile approach [4] using a standard Eclipse distribution [15],
while the XIRUP group followed the XIRUP process using the tool suite and Eclipse (only for modification and debugging of
the Java code generated by the transformations). At each iteration of their processes, both groups had to deliver models and
code (and/or transformations and templates).
For the experiment, both groups were provided with a description of the case study summarized in Section 2. In the
wrapper scenario, this included the initial requirements, and the links to the jBilling [14] and ICARO [26]websites. The results
of these developments weremeasured across the XIRUP phases in several dimensions: satisfaction of project requirements;
cost in terms of development effort; and error rates. For the purpose of comparison, this section focuses on the last two
metrics for the wrapper scenario, the only one in which all the metrics are available.
Fig. 10 shows the development times for both groups. The XIRUP group performed better than the control group in
all the phases with gains of between 22% for Building and 29% for the Preliminary evaluation. Considering the activities
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Fig. 10. Development times for the wrapper scenario.
Fig. 11. Error rates for the wrapper scenario.
in the XIRUP process, the highest gains corresponded to two groups of activities. First, activities related to elicitation of
knowledge from systems, benefit of the use of models and transformations to identify structures (e.g. Collect info about
the legacy application, activity 1.1.3, had an average gain of 33.3%, and Examine the source code, activity 2.1.2.3, a gain of
25.5%). Second, the generation of models and code in the Building phase, benefits of replicating that generation for different
parts of the system with transformations (e.g. Identify and define transformations for components, activity 3.1, and Apply
transformations, activity 3.2, as opposed to the traditional coding had a gain of 25%). However, validation activities in all
the phases were penalized, probably due to the difficulties for engineers to adjust code while having in mind models and
transformations (e.g. Validate models, activity 3.3, was 37% slower than a traditional validation from a prototype).
Fig. 11 shows the error rates in the wrapper scenario. They were reduced by 30% for the Understanding and Migration
phases, but were increased by 6% for the Building phase. These rates only account for errors propagated between phases.
According to Fig. 2, XIRUP phases can iterate over each other (i.e. from Preliminary evaluation to Understanding, from this to
Building, from this toMigration orUnderstanding, and fromMigration toUnderstanding or the end). Errors produced and found
without changing phase were regarded as information adjustments. By contrast, errors found after changing to another
phase forced reconsideration of previous results and were included in the error rate.
Although these effort and error figures showed a significant improvement with XIRUP, some activities were
penalized with the new approach. The development of the experiment allows drawing some additional conclusions and
remarks.
Developers of both the control and XIRUP groups acknowledged the difficulties in determining the steps to address the
modernization. The control group pointed out that they have lost a substantial amount of time figuring out how to extract
the information from the legacy system and the target platform. The XIRUP group found the activities provided by the
methodology useful for this purpose. The stages involving the development of themodernized systemwere less satisfactory
for the XIRUP group. They found that the related activities were too general to constitute a guideline and too focused on
validation. The migration stage again showed a positive result for the XIRUP group. Extending the transformations from the
Building phase toMigration required less effort than developing code in a conventional way.
Another important issue in these developments was the impact of languages and technologies, and the functionality of
the tools. The control group usedUML [38] formodelling and J2EE in the development,while the XIRUP groupmainly applied
XSM and ATL [1] transformations and code templates. The XSM language turned out to be easy to learn and use, asmost of its
concepts are common in software development. Its tools, grouped in XSM-EA, offer standard functionalities similar to those
of widespread modelling tools. Thus, the XIRUP group did not find the use of XSM restrictive for this scenario, where they
represented mainly the static structure of systems. In contrast, they had problems developing transformations given little
experience with MDE (just a two week course on XIRUP). Transformations were a new approach to generate artefacts for
these developers. Also, the tools for transformations are quite limitedwhen comparedwith those for common programming
languages. XSM-T is built on top of the Eclipse plug-in for ATL. Although XSM-T improves the plug-in with wizards and
support for composition (see Section 4), they share some limitations. For instance, they lack auto-completion wizards,
have very limited support for debugging, and present difficulties in understanding compiler and execution information
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since this refers to the underlying implementation. The main limitation in the work with templates was the inability to
make automated roundtrip engineering. That is, when engineers worked with generated code, they could discover changes
that they needed to propagate to models, but they needed to do it manually and then repeat code generation. This lack of
functionality and the novelty of transformations and templates for most of the developers resulted in a learning curve with
a high initial increment that puts at risk the adoption of model-driven approaches in general. For instance, the high error
rates by the XIRUP group in the Building phase and the long times in validation activities were due to a large extent to this
combination of circumstances.
Despite the previous considerations, the XIRUP group performed better in almost all aspects of the wrapper scenario.
Part of this success can be explained as being due to the highly regular architecture of jBilling (see Section 5.2.3). The
management of most of the data involves very similar components and interactions. So, when the XIRUP group developed
its transformations for items, they needed to make few modifications to apply them to other data. This reduced error rates
and development times. Although this is a quite common situation for component-based systems, it could be expected that
fewer gains would be achieved for legacy systems with less regular architectures.
Finally, it must be noted that more experimentation is needed to confirm the results on improvement of efficiency and
quality for several reasons. First, this comparison involved the XIRUP methodology and a traditional approach, but no other
modernization approaches. Here, the problem is the lack of detailed experimental data to make these comparisons, as their
generation implies collaboration with other research groups and involves major development efforts. Second, none of the
groups had much expertise on modernization projects. The use of trained engineers would probably change the results,
for instance because they would be experienced in the understanding legacy systems. Furthermore, the XIRUP team had
no previous practical knowledge on MDE, which also reduced their productivity. An experienced team is expected to bring
further improvements to XIRUP modernizations. Third, although the case studies considered in MOMOCS are illustrative,
they do not cover some relevant modernization settings, like the modification of data-intensive systems or complex user
interfaces.
7. Related work
Theperspective of XIRUPonmodernization is linked to several research areas: softwaremethodologies formodernization
projects (see Section 7.1), the MDE perspective for the transition between systems (see Section 7.2), and the use of patterns
to represent related knowledge (see Section 7.3).
7.1. Methodological approaches
As explained in the introduction, the most widespread methodological approach to modernization is the use of general-
purpose methodologies, like those coming from UP [49] and agile methods [4]. This approach has the advantage of using
methodologies and tools that are common in development teams, although it does not consider the specific features of
modernization projects. Thus, it increases the risk of improper management of the project with the corresponding rise in
costs, effort and potential failure.
XIRUP aligns with research on customized methodologies for modernization, such as SMART [33], SMP [28], Service-
Oriented Software Reengineering (SoSR) [7] and ADM [45]. As with XIRUP, SMART and SoSR are targeted to specific
architectures of the modernized system, in these cases service-oriented. This specialization enables them to provide quite
detailed support for migration, as they can apply more background knowledge to the modernized systems. SMART gathers
information about legacy components and the target service-oriented application in order to decide whether migration
is feasible and to produce a service migration strategy. It defines a process with several abstract activities and describes
how engineers perform them in a similar way to XIRUP. However, it does not provide a formal description of the process,
such as SPEM for example, and does not provide any infrastructure for it (e.g. languages, models or tools). SoSR offers a
migration strategy that includes a set of best practices that are architecture-centric and model-driven. As SMART, it does
not have a formal definition of its process but its activities offer more details. It uses UML [38] and RACI (Responsible,
Accountable, Consulted, keep Informed) charts. Neither does it provide tools. In contrast to the specific architectural scope
of these approaches, SMP and ADM do not constrain the target architecture. SMP is an abstract task-oriented framework to
control the process formaintaining andmodernizing software. It includes various tasks, methods, input–output information
sources, and communication protocols between tasks, providing a guideline on relevant information that should be elicited.
As in the case of the previous examples, it does not provide specific infrastructure to carry out the process. ADM adopts a
model-driven approach, as does SoSR, but not focused on services. However, ADM does not define a set of specific steps for
modernization and it is engaged in specifying its metamodelling infrastructure [46].
Despite the variety of these modernization approaches, they do not reach the level of maturity of well-established
processes from a methodological point of view. These modernization methodologies provide sets of best practices rather
than true development processes. XIRUP addresses this limitation with an agile methodology described with SPEM [37]
that provides a rich set of activities withwhich to carry out themodernization. These activities guide engineers with specific
steps to perform inmodernization projects.When compared tomethodologies coming fromUP, the agile character of XIRUP
makes it less rigid and facilitates the management of changes in requirements or the available information about the legacy
system and the target platform. XIRUP also highlights the importance of reusing knowledge formodernization, as does ADM.
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Nonetheless, XIRUP includes specific tasks and tools to reuse artefacts from previous projects, while ADM currently does
not.
These methodologies for the full modernization process could integrate specific research on methods to gather
information from legacy systems [11,30,48] or for the transition between systems [22]. This specific research would detail
the workflows of the methodologies for these activities. Tight integration would also require considering the artefacts
involved in such methods to address the migration of information between models of different languages.
7.2. MDE languages and migration
The practical use of MDE for modernization is mainly organized around the guidelines of ADM [45]: focus on models,
transformations to modify systems, and models and transformations to reuse knowledge. However, there are several open
issues regarding how to perform these tasks.
One of them regards the choice of themodelling languages suitable formodernization projects. Themost common option
is to use some general-purpose language, and in particular, standard UML [38,39]. However, these are difficult to master
even for skilled engineers [53]. To use them, engineers have to deal with huge definition documents, which are not free of
inconsistencies and ambiguities, and understand the semantics of the different primitives. The use of tools does not solve
the problem: they can propagate the mistakes in the definition of the language; and they reduce the syntactic problems
in models but do not prevent the semantic problems coming from misconceptions. Moreover, even using model-driven
techniques to develop these tools, there is a significant manual development effort in using them. The more complex the
metamodels, the higher the effort to create their tools.
Approaches based on Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) [12] advocate addressing narrower domains with well-defined
and expressive modelling languages, closely aligned with those target domains. These languages have smaller and simpler
metamodels when compared with general-purpose languages. This implies that engineers can learn them with less effort,
the models are easier to validate, and the tools are cheaper to develop, although this also limits their expressive power. The
use of DSL also improves the development of transformations. Engineers must master the metamodels of the source and
target languages to write the transformations, so simplifying the related metamodels helps them to do this. Here it must be
noted that available transformation tools offer quite limited functionality when compared to common development tools.
DSL for modernization frequently emerge from UML [38], but discard and complement certain parts of it. This is the
case of the work in KobrA [3], which adds decision models to describe the optional elements of the systems required for
specific contexts, event maps to relate user events and operations, and operation schemata to define the effects of each
operation in terms of input parameters, changed variables, output values, and pre- and post-conditions. The work in [48]
uses aGenericAST (Generic Abstract Syntax Tree)metamodel based onUML as an intermediate representation to extract UML
models from legacy code. There are also examples proposing the use of non-UML metamodels. The OMG ADM Task Force
has specified the Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM) [44] and the Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel (ASTM) [42], as
intermediate representations for existing software systems and their environments that define commonmetadata required
for modernization. The work in [11] applies multiple techniques (e.g. lexical analysis, fuzzy parsing and relational algebras
for reasoning) to populate different views of a legacy system. The Eclipse MoDisco project for software modernization
(see http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/modisco/) allows arbitrary DSLs for the different aspects of the legacy systems. These
studies seem to indicate a growing trend to use DSLs tailored for specific activities in MDE modernization, as does
XIRUP.
MOMOCS studied available alternatives for a DSL in this context [32]. It found that available metamodels were not
well suited for its needs as they did not address the same target systems, were too general or lacked support (e.g.
public metamodels, documentation or tools). Moreover, MOMOCS needed to explore the actual requirements of these
modernization projects by experimenting with different concepts in its language. Integrating several metamodels for
this purpose is acknowledged to be a hard task [19] that requires the definition of specific transformations. The XIRUP
methodology includes examples of this situation, since it works mainly with XSM but uses UML in the reverse engineering
of the legacy systemand for code generation. TheXIRUP Suitemanages this integration by providing built-in transformations
between these languages. However, this task is harder when considering several DSL in evolution. For this reason, the
consortium decided to create its own modelling language, though it remains open to a different solution in the future with
a more stable language.
The use of transformations for language integration also needs to consider the particular problems emerging with
metamodels at different levels of abstraction and non-formal semantics. The work in [22] uses intermediate normalization
steps supported by additional metamodels, profiles and transformations for these cases. XIRUP has not yet faced this
problem, as XSM offers clear alignment with elements of UML. Nevertheless, the difficulties in generating code (see
Section 5.4) point out the need to extend XSM with additional primitives. This extension will probably open this as an
issue in XIRUP.
A final remark about MDE is that the growing complexity of modernization projects demands a modular design of
transformations, which the literature already acknowledges [51] and XIRUP considers with transformation compositions
(see Section 3.2). Nevertheless, this is not enough to deal with subtle and difficult-to-find mistakes that appear in models
and transformations in industrial projects. These problems require further work on the definition of these compositions and
their constraints to get the proper compositional semantics [31].
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7.3. Patterns for modernization
The possibility of reusing knowledge beyond isolated models and transformations is strongly connected with patterns.
The application of patterns for modernization (maintenance or reengineering depending on the research) [35] has been
object of research seeking well-proven designs and their meaningful description. Examples of these studies are [10,54],
which describe ‘‘reengineering patterns’’ to apply in modernization processes. These studies are clearly influenced in the
description of information by the classical work on design patterns [20]. They describe issues such as context, goals, domain
or results in textual form, use diagrams to describe the design, and provide examples mainly focused on code. By contrast,
XIRUP considers that patterns, following a MDE approach, can have a more important role, not only in the inception of the
design but also in the automated generation ofmodels and code. This perspective is similar to the one adopted in commercial
tools (e.g. Borland Together [5] or Rational suites [25]) when generating code skeletons from classical design patterns. XIRUP
patterns use keywords and text to explain their meaning and main features, but they also comprehend XSM models and
transformations to describe their context, results and implementation. Besides, engineers can retrieve these patterns from
the XSM-KBR and apply them directly in the modernization process, with little manual modelling. Notwithstanding, the
reengineering patterns described in the literature are a source of modernization patterns that can be described withmodels
and transformations for their application in XIRUP.
8. Conclusions and future work
The ultimate goal of the XIRUP methodology is to provide cost-effective solutions and tools for software modernization
projects where the target platforms are frameworks of general customizable components. For this purpose, XIRUP fully
considers taking advantage of the specific features of this kind of development, which distinguishes it from other state-of-
the-art proposals in software engineering methodologies. This consideration has impact in several aspects.
The focus on modernization implies devoting a significant and early effort to understand the legacy system and target
platform as means to improve the planning and design of the modernization. XIRUP also considers the regularity of changes
in these projects. Themodifications to apply in different parts of themodernized systemare frequently similar (e.g.wrapping
or centralizing persistence), and target components present a regular architecture (e.g. interfaces or interaction protocols).
Thus XIRUP organizes its process as a sequence of feature-driven iterations through three well-structured phases. The
Understanding phase elicits the key knowledge about the modernization that the Building phase generalizes and applies
to the whole set of features and the modernized system, and theMigration phase refines these results to get the final coding
and deployment details. In a Preliminary evaluation phase, the decision is made whether to perform the modernization. This
structure enables better-informed decisions and high reuse of the initial development efforts.
XIRUP also adopts a MDE approach to cope with system complexity, and to facilitate the elicitation of knowledge
and the coexistence of the legacy and modernized systems. It proposes modelling notations and supporting tools. These
help engineers to build models from the legacy code and target platforms, provide abstract descriptions of the intended
modernization system, specify themodernization as automated transformations between thesemodels, and finally generate
the code of the modernized system. Models and transformations are at a higher level of abstraction than code, which
facilitates management and understanding of the modernization. They also support a clear delimitation of the information
regarding the legacy and modernized systems, and the incremental change of artefacts for a smooth migration to the
final situation. Moreover, component-based frameworks are made up of well-proven architectural patterns, which simplify
the design, generalization and application of transformations. This leads to reduced costs and development times when
compared with general MDE.
To cope with the lack of documentation and the reluctance of engineers to document tasks, XIRUP enforces the explicit
representation of knowledge of both the legacy and target systems by means of abstract reusable models. It also proposes
the creation of libraries with annotated modernization contexts and transformation patterns that explicitly gather previous
experiences regarding legacy and target architectures and the transformations applicable to them.
The application of XIRUP in the development of the MOMOCS case studies supports the claims described above,
although further experiments and comparison with other modernization approaches are still required. However, three
main conclusions can be drawn from the trials. First, models need to address the representation of additional aspects,
such as asynchronous interfaces and time-aware mechanisms. Besides the required primitives, the decision is whether
to provide these primitives through extensions of XSM or new DSL. This must be consistent with the need to keep the
complexity of the XSM metamodel manageable. It largely depends on the facilities available to integrate new aspects in
each alternative. Second, modernization patterns facilitate both the location of legacy functionality and its integration into
themodernized system. Using patterns requires suitablemetadata for their search andmodification in order tomeet project
needs. Third, supporting tools are required to create and manage models and transformations. MDE tool frameworks only
offer support comparable to that available to mainstreammodelling approaches. With regard to M2M transformations, the
experience of MOMOCS using ATL tools shows limited functionality for editing, integration with metamodel exploration
and debugging. MOMOCS is looking at the graphical specification of transformations as correspondences between models
[21,55,56]. These approaches increase the productivity of modernization teams when developing transformations, which
is a key goal of XIRUP. Transformations between XSM models and code may be based on existing UML tools with
reverse engineering and code generation facilities, since the XIRUP Suite offers support for bidirectional UML–XSM
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translations. However, reverse engineering could be time consuming when the legacy system does not have a well-defined
architecture.
The XIRUP methodology has been partially adopted by MOMOCS partners [36] in several projects. Its dissemination
activities continue. As part of them, the XIRUP Suite has been integrated in the Eclipse MoDisco project for model-driven
software modernization, which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/modisco/.
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